DECLUTTERING & IMPROVING TEACHING
CHALLENGE

EXCELLENCE

All staff have high expectations of what
all students can achieve especially more
able and pupil premium students. Clear
success criteria of how to achieve
excellence. Teacher/TA support &
scaffolding enables all students to
achieve. 8-week assessment builds a
can-do growth mindset for all students.

EXPLANATION
Students’ knowledge, understanding &
skills are developed. Prior knowledge is
used to hook students into new
knowledge. Explanations are clear, concise
& accurate. Explanations focus on key
learning points & misconceptions, which
open up curiosity & generate commitment
to learning.

MODELLING
Inspirational ‘display for learning’
contributes to learning routines. Teacher’s
board-work models excellent
presentation. A* exemplar work is
regularly prepared by the teacher &
showcased. Best writing is deconstructed.
Common misconceptions addressed to
embed understanding.

DELIBERATE PRACTICE
Intelligent use of seating using annotated
seating plans & class data allows focused
PPM support where most needed.
Teacher-guided reading & writing is a
marked feature of teaching. A significant
proportion of lesson time is planned for
extended writing. New knowledge & skills
are deepened and mastered through
independent in-class learning &
homework.

QUESTIONING
All students are challenged to think
hard & articulate answers with formal
responses, with especial focus on
more able & pupil premium students.
Teachers dig deep into each first
response, listen intently & check for
misconceptions, then follow up
expecting greater depth. Does NOT
‘differentiate down’ but
‘differentiates up’ to challenge all
abilities.

FEEDBACK
Students receive high quality
feedback close to learning. Students
are given time in lessons to respond &
make changes to their work.
Feedback informs the planning of the
next lesson so that gaps are closed.
The 8-week assessment cycle allows
feedback on first attempt (week 5-6)
to have real impact on final attempt
(week 8) and on long term
achievement.

What is wrong with previous teaching?

DECLUTER AND REPAIR
So what will be different and how will this improve outcomes?

TEACHING IS DIFFERENT
How will this drive better PRACTICE & RESULTS?

SUSTAINED OUTOMES

Stronger teams of senior & middle
leadership focus utterly on improving
the quality of teaching day after day.
Learning walks and book checks show
that teaching is improving. Data
tracking systems drive more accurate
and more frequent feedback from
quality of work/learning walks/exams.
Testing is much more thoughtfully
crafted in each faculty to build
confidence, interleave concepts and to
genuinely test students in the real
world. The 8-week assessment cycle
drives much more secure
understanding: developing mastery and
real extension.

CHALLENGE

Line management structures are now
much more robust, and more responsive
to make swift decisions. The system of
assessment and the use of data at a
classroom granular level will be able to
direct where support is needed. Target
groups of students have established right
at the outset and clear plans are in place
for additional teaching from strong
teachers and leaders. Exams introduced
for KS3, so that pupils are nearly GCSE
ready by end of Year 9.

High quality preparation for assessment extended writing, silent revision, learning
key words, tests, scrutiny of books, paired
revision. Proof reading & redrafting is a
regular feature of lessons. Marking moves
beyond a tokenistic response to feedback
to really changing the nature of the very
next piece of work. ‘It’s not yet an A*’ is
the mantra. Absolute focus on all PP
students here. For students with insecure
understanding, misconceptions are now
retaught in a planned way in week 5-7.
Calendared mtg end week 6 for Middle
Leaders to identify with teacher who are
target students.

EXPLANATION

MODELLING

Diligence in monitoring note-taking &
presentation of work: leaders check ALL
books regularly and Principal conducts
regular whole year work scrutiny. Faculty
Leaders model the marking expected & set
the pace. Team meetings are used to
demonstrate the standard of work in
books expected. Best examples shared.
Detentions used now for insufficient
output of work/writing rather than
behaviour – this demonstrates the shift
from behaviour to learning across the
academy.

DELIBERATE PRACTICE

Skilful questioning
practice across the staff has become
so consistent that, in tandem with
modelling & challenge, students are
making rapid progress across the
curriculum.

QUESTIONING

Teachers now assess learning in
depth, rather than just mark books.
Books show a journey. Stunning
intensity diligence of leaders means
significant improvement in the quality
of books of lower and middle ability
students. The most able (esp PPM)
are now stretched through KS3
schemes of work and challenging
homework extended writing tasks.
Marking practice across each faculty
has become so consistent that pupils
are getting a good deal and making
strong progress in each subject and in
each year group.

FEEDBACK

